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A Winter Diary 1925-1926
J. A. H. Bell

December 28,29.2 pm from Victoria-Basel-Buchs, which was as far
as our tickets went. Train through Arlberg to St. Anton. No low
snow-rain. Fohn. Floods in lower countries. More snow in Austria
than in Switzerland.

Arrived St. Anton about 4. Fohn-rain-snow (which fairly thickly
covered everything) melting. By arrangement beforehand Hotel Post
had found us rooms at Schneider's Oohannes) the famous skier: we fed
at Post, full of Austrians, one English party. No evening dress nor
dances.
Dec. 30. Rain. I bought ski from Schneider, and had them fitted by the
smith. Then we took lunch and went up Arlberg road to St. Christof, I
taking a lesson from Sleeman (Editor's note: C. M. Sleeman) on the
slopes beside; soft, melting snow. After a little practice, and visiting the
Passhone, where a large caravan was going down the other side, we
returned.
Dec. 31. Rain, which cleared after lunch. A little way up the Ferwaltal
along path in trees in narrow valley-bottom. More rain at night. The
Hotel celebrated the end of the year with dance and evening dress (for
those who had it): the rest in black (except us). Colder at night.
Jan. 1, 1926. It snowed as we got up-but freezing: cleared after
breakfast. We packed- left luggage at hotel except one rucksack each,
and went up on skis to St. Christof, arriving about 12. No beds. A great
crowd, and a forest of skis stuck in snow outside. So we went out into the
cold sunlight and exercised ourselves on the slopes. I had many falls.

Returning at tea-time, we had some tea, and again enquired: there
were now two beds vacant. So we put up for the night. Pleasant
company; we made the acquaintance of a Herr EW on an Austrian
Paper in London; and Sleeman renewed that of one whom he had met in
the Dolomites the summer before.
Jan. 2 (Sat.). We had intended to go on ski up to the Ulmer Hut, but so
threatening was the sky that we postponed it, and went down the west
side of the Arlberg Pass to Stuben. The road this side was not kept open,
only used as a ski track, which in one place goes over a great debris of
avalanche, and in another was icy.

At Stuben (protected by walls from avalanches) we turned right
(north) up the Flexenstrasse; an interesting road of small type, the only
direct entrance from Austria for wheeled vehicles to Lechtal. Steep zig
zags (cutting off a corner) led up to the road, which then passed high up
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the preCipitous side of the gorge, now tunnelled, now protected by
wooden roof from avalanches. Six or seven sleighs were coming down
from Ziirs, and one had to beware; for there was often no room for any
person in the snow cutting as well as a horse-drawn sleigh. When two
sleighs met, they took the horse out of the descending one, and handled
the sleigh on the upward side past the other, while the horse was led
floundering in deep snow. On the lower zig-zags the descending sleigh
was drawn by the horse off the land track, the horse plunging up to his
middle in the snow; but he didn't seem to mind. At the top of the gorge a
level walk led over the almost imperceptible Flexen-sattel to
Ziirs-consisting of two large (for these parts) hotels and a few chalets in
an open valley (12.15).

We lunched, and enquired of the landlord about the western exits
from the Lechtal-the ]ohannisjoch etc; for we had intended to sleep at
Lech and go over one of them to Blundenz or some such place next day.
But we were informed-he having called in the advice of a guide, and
the assistance of a young English-speaking German from his
guests-that all the passes out of the head of the Lechtal were impossible
or undesirable, especially in this weather. So, he offering us beds, we
changed our plan, and stayed.

In the afternoon therefore we set out for the Ziirsersee-two hours
up the west side of the valley. The snow was, as everywhere during these
days, soft and sticking to the skis, or hard frozen-Windharsch-so that
going was never good. As we got near the lake-a frozen flatness amid
white hummocks-the snow which had threatened began to fall. We
went till we looked down on the lake; and returned, foolishly missing our
way down the last slopes, and thus choosing a more awkward descent to
the valley. One large party of English women and a boy at· this
Hotel-Alpenrose. It snowed heavily, not freezing, on and off all night.
Sunday Jan. 3. Off in snowstorm at lOam down the Flexenstrasse again,
sliding down easily, to Stuben, and up to St. Christof. Clouds came down
on us. We were the first track-makers up the road since the night's snow.
Often one noticed the phenomenon of snowy ground and cloud running
together to the sight, so that the leader could not say what was ground
and what was cloud, nor whether the next footstep would kick against an
upward slope or step over the brink of a descent. The unrelieved
whiteness above and below is equivalent to darkness; only the feel tells
the slope. The second man of course has the tracks of the leader to give
him vision.

St. Christof 12.45. A little meal, and request for beds. There were
none. But the friendly head lady offered us one bed and a 'Straupalat' to
be made up in a disused lumber-room. We accepted gladly and went
out.

Above the clouds the upper slopes of the Galzig appeared fitfully
bright in sunshine. We went up in that direction with no definite
intention. Following ski tracks we reached the top-a low grassy round
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hill in summer-in about two hours. Descending we found that the
tracks were lost in wind-blown snow, and we could not tell how far we
had circled round the summit. The side we had ascended was in cloud.
But on the East side a snowy buttress was visible leading down to the
road half way toward St. Anton. As the sun had set, we did not risk
looking for the true way, but made for this buttress, and, carrying skis
plunged straight downwards-thinking that this method was safest for
avalanches; and that, as the new snow lay only in patches. there was not
much danger. So down to the road at dusk, and up to tea at a halfway
house. There had been lovely views of the Ferwall mountains and sunset
above the clouds at the top. Up in darkness to St. Christof, whose lights
went down in deep soft snow to St. Anton, having decided to go by train

In the Hotel we were again offered two beds since two guests had not
arrived because a train was late. A very pleasing evening and night. Our
newspaper acquaintance was there again, and we exchanged addresses.
Jan. 4. The good promise of last night's cold and clearness was not
carried out. It was snowing again in the morning. After breakfast we
went dowil In deep soft snow to St. Anton, having decided to go by train
to Schruns in Montafon. We had planned to go there by a pass from
Fervaltal so as to open new country for us; which present weather
forbad. Picked up all our luggage. Train from St. Anton 12.4 to Bludenz,
and up to Schruns 2.30, where all was again green with little patches of
old melting snow. To Hotel Krone for tea, and left our extra baggage.
Skis and axes we sent up by a horse vehicle which we found just leaving
the station, for Gashurn-the end of the post-road at this season.
Ourselves, we walked up to St. Gallenkirch in about two hours-a flat
bottomed valley, pleasant: only, they were spreading dung on the frosty
fields from the earth closets. Hotel Rossli in St. Gallenkirch, empty, very
hospitable. A Christmas tree in our bedroom.
Jan. 5. Snowing in the morning. We walked up about an hour to
Gaschurn, where at the charming and more frequented Hotel Rossli, we
found our skis and axes, and had some refreshment. A better place to
stay than St. Gallenkirch. Skied up to Partenen, the end of the road,
snowin~ all the time. For lunch we entered a delightful and sweet hay
chalet. At Partenen we missed the better Hotel Sonne, because we saw
no sign (which was wrongly placed) and in the storm we did not turn
round to look. Going to the upper end of the village, directed by a boy,
we came to the tiny 'Gasthaus zum Guten Tropfen', where we found
beds. A primitive Inn, with but two ground-floor rooms; one, the
kitchen, where the patron and his wifp. had their beds with the baby: the
other the Gastzimmer, where both the family and. visitors fed and lived.
The family: grannie sat deaf by the porcelain stove, spinning, or nursing
the baby, and at bedtime caught up the spinning wheel, and carried it to
bed; four boys, from ten down. The boy of five delighted to be thrown or
helped up by his father to the flat top of the stove, where he enjoyed the
warmth, and peered down at the company. At night the father read to
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his son out of a new Christmas book, himself following the lines with his
finger. All very clean. A walk after dark, when snowing ceased, showed
that Partenen was so placed that it got no sun in the winter months. The
flat valley ceases, and steep slopes rise-to the left to a hanging valley,
from Zeinisjoch, to the right came down steeply the torrent from the
Silvretta Glaciers and Bielerh6he.

Jan. 6. To Zeinisjoch, Galtiir. Off 8.45, snowing, but seeming clearer
high up; on skis, leaving axes at the hotel in Partenen. To Zeinisjoch up
steep zig-zag in wood above village so as to enter hanging valley near the
lower Ganifer chalets (lOam). We were guided into the wood at the
right spot by some tracks of yesterday. Without such a clue it might be
difficult to find the way in. Thence from the lower to the upper Ganifer
chalets along narrow valley bottom over debris of avalanches. At the
upper chalets (following a German guidebook) we saw that the way
went up a woody steep shoulder straight ahead, while the valley forked
to receive two steep streams on left and right. Up here through woods
again, out on open hilly ground, past a shrine marking the highest point
of the way, though not the watershed. Down a few minutes to the
Zeinisjoch Gasthaus 12.30, which we found locked, and entered by a big
barn door to find the caretaker and a fire. It was now sunny and
beautiful.

Down, along flat valley head to an almost imperceptible col, whence
we followed stream gently down to where it joined the Kleinfermunt,
and so to Galtiir, 3.30. The big hotel, Fluchthorn was shut; and the
smaller, R6ssli, open; good. Only two couples (German) there beside
us.
Jan. 7. Again last night's cold and clearness belied its promise, and it
was snowing. So we walked down the valley (Paznauntal) to Ischgl and
back. It cleared, and turned intensely cold and perfectly fine and sunny
in the afternoon. A little ski practice when back at dusk, and plans made
for going to the 'Madlener Houses' (as a German insisted on callIng it,
and all huts similarly); but he was kind enough to offer us his key,
belonging to the Plauener section of the D.Oe.A.V., which would
unlock all the club huts around.
Jan. 8. To Madlener Hut. Off at 7.45 with food etc for one night. Very
cold still, but faint snow falling from high clouds, which became heavier
and warmer as we went up, developing into a blizzard, and cold again
all the afternoon. Steadily up the Kleinfermunt to Bielerh6he. The
watching of the snow, whose undulations were invisible in the diffused
light, was rather trying to the leader. Across the col dropped inevitably
to the stream; and following that down came to the Madlener Hut,
12 noon. There we spread ourselves everywhere', fed lightly and lit a
fire, looking forward to an easy night of camping in the hut all by
ourselves. Four Austrians arrived from Gaschurn, three men and a
woman. So we confined ourselves to the smaller table; and found them
pleasant. As the blizzard continued till dark, we remained in, and were
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glad of the duty of cooking, to occupy us.

Jan. 9. To Wiesbadener Hut. Weather had completely cleared. Cold.
Off at 9.15, making our way over the new snow, first over the long flat
plain, the Illebene, looking in its snowy covering like a frozen lake.
[Note: A dam has been built. This is now a lake.] Then up the narrow
valley to the Illursprung, at the bottom of the Fermunt Glacier, and up
between it and its morain to the Wiesbadener Hut 11. 40. This was our
first entry into the mountains. This part, the region of dry glacier and
morain, is the only part of the mountains whose beauty is increased by
snow. The unchanging white is beautiful, still and remote. The glacier
streams silent, making the lower valley streams pure; the dirt of the
lower glacier covered. The only colour that I noticed was the blue of a bit
of broken glacier and strange faint rainbow colours in thin icy clouds
near the sun. But in the next region lower the hardness, almost
intolerable, of winter is forced upon the feelings. No colour in the
landscape, except the sky when visible,.to relieve the infinite white of the
snow and the blackness of the pines (for their greenness is almost
removed); and this to last for one fourth of the total span of the life of the
mountain-dwellers. What the spring, and the melting snow, and the
appearing of green and warmth of colour must mean, can be only faintly
grasped by the Englishman whose country enjoys by comparison a
perpetual spring. One is glad to return to the relieving green (for which,
as Sleeman said, the taste hungers) of the lower valleys.

We opened the Wiesbadener Hut, and put our names in the book.
Back to the Madlener Hut to take up what we had left there. Awav at
two. Back over the Bielerh6he and down to Galtur 4.45; noticmg on the
way how as soon as the sun disappeared the snow lost all light and shade,
and appearance of angle of slope and of distance.

Jan. lU. 1'0 ~chruns. Said farewell to Galtiir, the best stopping place we
found. Off 9.15. A clear day. Sunshine not yet down in the valley.
Zeinisjoch again. Down the two bits of steep path in the trees, which
were bad going. In the lower we carried our skis.

Partenen 12.15, where our hostess greeted us with smiles, and sent a
boy for our axes (for we did not remove skis). Down the
road-icetrack-to Gaschurn. Tea at the R6ssli and left skis, axes, sacks
for the Post-wa~on to carry down to Schruns. It goes on sleighs above
St. Gallenkirch, and wheels below. Schruns 4.30. Krone, most charming
and simple.

Jan. 11. Liechtenstein. We went together to Bludenz; together on the
Basel Express to Schaan, where I got out, Sleeman kindly taking my skis
with him to Cambridge. I left one sack and my axe at the station, where
I was examint·rl bv Swiss Customs. On my last visit Liechtenstein was in
Austria. I walked to Schloss Vaduz stopping at Gasthaus Schloss for
refreshments and to leave my sack. A good house, its restaurant room
overlooking all the Rhine. At present all this is in cloud.
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I went on, walking quickly, above the Schloss, following signposts to
Meldun; past Schandli, where I came above the cloud into warm
sunlight and wonderful view over the Rhine to Swiss Alps; through a
hamlet or two, snow lying patchily, to the tunnel by which the road
pierces the narrow limestone ridge. I went through, and looked at the bit
of Liechtenstein which is east of the watershed. Down by short cuts to
Triensenberg, a town long ago colonised by Waldenses; thence along
new road of even gradient to Vaduz and Schaan; where, seeing an
express at 4.30, I ran and held it up while I got my baggage and climbed
in, to go as far as Buchs.

At Buchs I took the next train to Altstatten, down the Rhine valley, en
route to Appenzell. I put up at a tiny Gasthaus zum Bahnhof; having no
guidebook nor map to tell me that a tram ride up to the town would have
found better and more interesting quarters at the Drei Kronen. I sat and
ate, while railmen and others drank and ate bread and sausage. The host
was very kind. Clean room, no water.
Jan. 12. Appenzell. At 7.10 by tram to Altstaten town. I had to change
trams for Appenzell, and wait an hour. So I breakfasted at Drei Kronen
(having drunk coffee at my sleeping place). I lookpn in Church. wherp
many children came for Barn Mass. Tram over low col to Appenzell at 9.
I bought a guidebook, having no previous information whatever
about the district. I walked by snowy tracks along towards Ebene Alp,
and the col beyond. I was mystified that none of the tracks seemed to
cross the col. So I went across the snow to the col and began to descend.
I saw why no track went this way. A wall guards a limestone precipice
which cuts off descent here. I had no time nor inclination (being alone,
the ways slippery, precipices sudden) to explore further. I had looked
into the wonders of the Santis, deep limestone valleys with wonderful
rock walls and needles. I returned to Appenzell, changed more money,
tea at a cafe, where the host asked if I were Austrian. The speech of the
people of these parts is so strange in accent, that I understood none of it.
Train to Gossau, where the east wind blew down the line unspeakably
cold, Wintertur, Schaftbausen 6.30. Hotel Miiller opposite station,
empty, good.
Jan. 13. Homewards. To visit the Rheinfall before the sun at 9am,
again unspeakably cold. The descent by the icy path, glazed by spray
from the Fall, was as risky as any mountaineerin!! I have done.
Wandered round Schaftbausen with a guidebook. Churches locked.
Train 12.45 to Zurich, Basel. Frost had broken some water pipes on the
train, and flooded some carriages. At Basel to Schweizerhof where I left
a rucksac". Looked for an evening's music; found oniy Strauss's
Zigeunerbaron at the Stadt Theater, which I enjoyed after dinner. To
the station for the home train where the unwelcoming of the English
tourists saddened me.

The Alps in wmter reveal {he life of the people. But they are not to be
compared with summer in beauty.
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